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He grabs the back of her head by her hair roots, and
presses his fingers into her shoulder as the two twist into a
long embrace. The audience sees this slightly blurry scene
of an arched back and the backs of two kissing heads,
imagining the action of lips just barely hidden by hair,
imagining the greedy, wanton motives behind this union.
It's a scene from American films noir, The Big Heat and
Out of the Past Taking a second look at scenes of selfconscious interaction in popular fiction films can clari$/ the
class and gender boundaries of their time.
Film noir, first discovered by French critics, is a
style found in American B-movies of the 1940s, '50s, and
'60s. It's a classification later given to American photos,
paperback novels, tabloid sensations and melodramatic
pamphlets steeped in nihilism and consumer normality,
tinged with a drop of the abnormal. The films were often
cheap and shown to the small audiences who stayed up late,
past the A-picture in the theater or the primetime news and
dramas on TV, and noir settings and symbols seeped into
audiences' sleep. The novels, tabloids and magazines were
often printed on left-over paper pulp that was low-cost and
temporal. Though pages faded and plots repeated, the characters' roles and schemes persisted, influenced other genres, and continue to influence storytelling today. Materials
like pulp, string, polish and hair, ordinary and always available, relate to durable noir themes when they're transformed into significant pieces that stand out from the grim
banality of urban realist settings.
Here, the dynamics of manipulation in a few of
these dramas will be explored through material clues of
class and gender norms. Relationship dynamics in films,
particularly in those of manipulation in film noir, are codified in hundreds of ways, so objects, shadows, and songs
stand in for what characters lack and long for. In post-war
and post-Depression settings, people long for security.
Whether they seek it in class, wealth, closure, or revenge,
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noir characters chase more than the American Dream of
social and financial security for the family-rather, the sort
of wealth that gives both security and room enough for passion; the sort of revenge that earns respect and fear. These
themes elevate run-of-the-mill 'pulp' melodramas to the
level of fantasies waiting for everyone on big screens. Together the themes are a desirable platform upon which grim
naturalism and uncanny romances can play. They lift film
noir plots halfiray out of the shadow of doomed relationships and intriguos, and lift working class audiences out of
fatalism and into higher American Dreams.
Hair is one coded object that is taken for granted
and yet tells many stories. In film noir, it tells tales of
classiness, allure, dga, and the ubiquity of mundane social
nonns in hairstyling: self-manipulation for selfpresentation. Hair is both a body part and a tangible key to
intangible social strata, separating misers from gentlemen,
and wannabe's from ladies. Above all, hair is normal in
film noir.
An exception is the films' lack of truly noir
women's hair-- black women characters has large hats or
bandannas covering their hair and hiding the issue of the
popular stigma against normal, natural black hair. Its absence from movies was no mistake or simple matter of
convenience during the time of segregation, when black
Americans commonly straightened their hair at home with
sodium hydroxide. A closer examination of cultural exclusion of black hair is found in Regina Kimbel's documentary, My Nappy Roots: A Journey through Black Hair'itage.
Expectations for self-presentation depend on race, gender,
and, in discriminating, hair-splitting ways, and socioeconomic stafus.
Consider the perfect hair (white) actors have in dark
mystery movies of the past. The women's hair styles of the
'30s, '40s and '50s seen in ads and movies as well as in
documentary photographs, like those in the federal gov-
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efirment's vaults taken by Marion Post Wolcott and Esther
Bubley, are particularly fascinating for their unnatural
shapes and surprising ubiquity. Almost every woman in
Bubley's photographs for the Office of War Information
has hair up in a partly sleek, partly teased style with many
feminine touches like curls and tight bangs. Whether they
took cues from the movies or vice versa, American women
most often permed and pulled hair into these hairdo's
themselves, while actors had it professionally styled. Hair
can cheaply be self-styled to look classy, while clothes,
shoes, cars and even perfumes usually give away their ordinary origins, despite alterations. Hair is the fashion medium of wannabe's.
Not much has been wriffen about hair in this context. Understanding the construct of films' body image is
important, though, as Laura Mulvey wrote in the journal
Screen:

The conventions of mainstream film focus attention on
the human form. Scale, space, stories are all anthropomorphic. Here, curiosity and the wish to look intermingle with a fascination with likeness and recognition: the
human face, the human body, the relationship between
the human form and its surroundings... (840)
Women's hair will be examined first because, as
Mulvey went on in her essay, "Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema:" "In their traditional exhibitionist role women
are simultaneously looked at and displayed, with their appearance coded for strong visual and erotic impact so that
they can be said to connote to-be-looked-at-ness." (841)
Molly Haskell also attempted to analyze visual pleasure in
her essay, "Female Stars of the 1940's," by describing
which actresses were sexy, unsexy, or campy in which
movies, but unfortunately not illustrating what specifically
adds to or detracts from characters' sexiness or seriousness.
Hairstyle is a big part of these attributes.
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Film noir uses the constructs of classiness and
cheapness for the tension of longing between them. Hair
has this tension too: a woman who spends hours straightening, tightening, pinning and spraying so she at least has
upwardly mobil e hair can still lack confidence, poise and
energy; she can still convey cheapness by settling for less
than what she wants and laughing away longing. This is
one of hair's mysteries: the same swept-up locks in swooping, curvy shapes can look impressive and glamorous, or
limp, absurd, and belittling, depending on the context. Hair
can expand the size of the head, with the aloofness and in-

ner confidence that movie actors have in themselves, or
make the face look small and weighted, like the forlorn
faces of women waiting for buses in Bubley's photograph
series.

The government paid Bubley to travel and create a
portrait of working Amerrca; her black and gray photos of
street signs, boarding houses, bus stations and bars wait in
the national archives for those willing to meet and study the
face of "the greatest generation."
"Office of War Information photographer Esther
Bubley had recorded acfual noir women," writes Paula
Rabinowitz in Black & White & Noir. (191) Rabinowitz
also draws on photographers Dorothea Lange and Walker
Evans, as well, for glimpses into noir homes as she deconstructs filmic objects like Barbara Stanwyck's anklet in
Double Indemnity. Academic research like hers decodes
meaning in faces, poses and possessions, but doesn't touch
on noir hair, which also deserves deconstructing.
Take, for example, the looseness of hairdo's indicative of class in The Big Heat (1953), which is very interesting for its treatment of women characters and class. The
three main women's class standing could be measured by
their hairstyles, just as their roles are indicated by the ways
they die. In the eyes of tough cop protagonist Dave Bannion, Bertha, the widow of Police Sergeant Duncan, is the
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woman with the highest status and decorum. She appears in
the first scene with hair in rollers, a sign of preparation for
her ssheme of profit from her husband's death, and ever
after her hair is acutely coiled and styled atop her head.
Bannion's wife, Katie, is classy, even saintly, though of
modest means; she appears with hair pulled back, curled
just a bit around her face and neck and crimped just above
her ears. Debby Marsh, girlfriend of gangster Vince Stone,
wears her hair down with a visible part in her loose, oiled,
wavy locks. The audience sees this looseness the way Bannion sees her: as something trashy.
Attitude also animates hair when it's fraying, wet
and down. It makes the difference between ft**py, heavy
locks that seem carelessly let down and full, evocative
tresses reminiscent of those revealed before a women goes
to bed. Hair that is up in nearly every scene, providing a bit
of class stability, usually goes down in at least one scene to
illustrate the tension between vulnerability and allure.
Feminine allure is the first strength of the femme fatale, and when it is twisted up with sympathy, male characters act out their gender role: having the strength to help
women in distress. When Walter Neff first meets Phyllis

Dietrichson (Stanwyck) in Double Indemnity(1944), she
shows her vulnerability and her smile. Phyllis' husband
isn't home, she's just stepped out of the shower at the top
of the stairs, a symbol of domesticity-and she's only covered by a towel. Her hair isn't wrapped up in a towel, but
hangs at her shoulders, wet and tangled, in this scene that
has more romantic chemistry than any other in the film.
When Jeff Bailey romances Kathy Moffat in Out of
the Past(1947), he commits to running away with her in
their scene on the beach at night. A rare view of Kathy is
seen as she wins over Jeff, smiling, her eyes sparkling, the
wind blowing and lifting her hair that is down and still
wavy from the day's hairdo. The ocean swells behind her in
a head-and-shoulder shot of her alone, connecting her hair
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to the wide, wet tides. She acts inviting yet vulnerable because she knows, at this point in the film, that Jeff can take
custody of her and bring her back to the US if he wants to.
When Skip McCoy finds a woman searching his
place in Pickup on South Street(1953), it is hardly the typical scene of a femme fatale and a sucker. However, it has
film noir's emphasis on hair and wetness relating to allure
and vulnerability. The woman, Candy, has already seen
Skip on the subway and conveyed a little looseness with
her comparatively loose poof of curls and her loose jaw
chewing gum. When Skip knocks her out, she lies helpless
on the floor of his shack, and her allure, cheapened as it is
by high shots of her low position, is emphasized when Skip
pours beer on her face-he makes her wet. When she gets
up, Candy's unfurling curls are in her wet, hurt face, and
she pulls her hands through her hair. These are hints of
frustration and allure, which Skip responds to by massaging
her face, leaning in close enough to kiss: a sexually charged
and even violent scene.
The details of hair and wardrobe both class characters and age them. The tension between smooth and textured hair relates to the tension between youth and age.
Kathy Moffat's hair signals how her experiences age her
during Out of the Past She enters the film acting guarded
and suspicious, her hair drawn up on top of her head or under a hat-styles that both conceal and reveal, as symbols
should. Her hair is loose on the beach with Jeff, but later
she returns to her gangster boyfriend and from then on, is
seen with less mak€up, and all her hair pulled back from
her face. The distinct aging effect of tight, thick braids
against the back of her head is noticeable later, when Jeff
spies on her making a call. At this point, Kathy is weathered by fear, limited financial options, and the orders of her
boyfriend, which viewers can gues s before she turns around
and notices Jeff with a look of surprise and desperation.
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A clear example of shiny and textured hair relating
to youth and age is found in Mildred Pierce(1945). Mildred
and her daughter, Veda, have the same dark hair, and their
characters' ages are not far off. The film's famous shot is of
Veda at Mildred's elbow as Mildred calls the police to report a murder. Here, the mother is shown with rolls of hair
atop her head, ftizzed as usual, and the daughter's hair
sleekly pulled into low cylinders of curls, a bright flower at
her ear. Veda is obviously growing and blossoming in this
story, while Mildred only grows older and bitter.
The audience had already seen Mildred with a dark
cloud about her head in an earlier scene where she sits at a
booth wearing a black gavry hat. Veda already had her debut, in another scene, dancing on a club stage with fake,
sequined flowers springing out of her hair. The audience is
prepared this way for Veda to grow and change her life, as
she promises to in her scene at Mildred's elbow, as Mildred
calls the police on her. They are prepared for Mildred to
age and die, as she would if the police believed her, instead
of Veda, to be a murderess-all because of what is around
these characters' heads, rather than the contrasting conditions of their hearts.
Vera, the femme fatale in Detour (1945), first appears as a mystery of textures, "a woman who looks like
she's been on the highway for several days. Her face is
shiny and her hair is like a bird's nest," according to Glenn
Erickson in his analysis, "Fate Seeks the Loser: Edgar G.
Ulmer's Detour." (28) He notes, "This particular kind of
realism was unknown in American picfures..." Bird's nest
hair is a universal and everyday reality, but in the movies
such textured hair alludes to a rough past that brought the
dangerous woman figure to the point of abuse: "With one
sharp turn of the head she transforms from a cameo-like
unknown female, into Al's worst nightmare. Immediately
accusing and threatening, she takes control of both A1 and
the movie." (Erickson, 28)
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Sometimes hair doesn't stand in for class contrasts,
but rather for the normality and the status quo kept among
the working, aspiring class. A blatant example is the shocking first scene of The Naked Kiss (1964). It is the hand of
the director, Samuel Fuller, which reaches into the frame
and pulls off the wig of a bald prostitute, Kelly. Viewers
imagine that it was her pimp's hand violating her image
when he then beats her pimp down with her shoe. Kelly
covers her bald head again and tries to change her life in a
new town, where a prominent heir falls in love with her.
However, when she walks in on this gentleman molesting a
young girl, he explains that they belong together because
neither of them is sexually normal. For this, Kelly beats
him to death with a phone receiver. Viewers knew from the
start she wasn't normal from the symbol of baldness, just as
the men of the town knew her past and saw through her innocent guise.
Hair, the cords of dead tissue that hang around our
heads, also signifies the femme fatale archetype that surfaces in characters young and old, working and wealthy. In
Encyclopedia of Film Noir, Brian McDonnel pins down the
archetype's characteristics in film criticism:
Janey Place (1998) in her essay (originally written
in 1975) 'Women In Film Noir' (in the book of the
same name) writes of the iconography and visual
motifs associated with the so-called spider woman:
her long hair, overt makeup, flashy jewelry, cigarettes, phallic gun, and long legs. (76)
The spider woman lures family and lovers into her trap,
spinning webs of lies like she spins her long hair into
shapes that glisten. She wraps her accomplice up in sticky
dreams of greed before hurting him. Viewers are supposed
to pick up on this warning against chasing after wealth too
quickly.
Viewers are also supposed to pick up on actors'
hairstyles. This is a clue to how hair reinforced social
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norns. Men's hair deserves consideration, too, though few
male actors had 'looked-at-ness,' like Rudolph Valentino in
earlier silent movies. In "Valentino and Female Spectatorship," Miriam Hansen responds to Laura Mulvey's assertion about anthropocentric film conventions:
These conventions, drawing on psychic mechanisms
of voyeurism, fetishism and narcissism, depend
upon and reproduce the conventional polarity of the
male as the agent of 'the look' and the image of
woman as object of both spectacle and narrative.
(636)
She describes the problem of female spectatorship of mainstream movies as having to identiff with male protagonists
and the male gaze.She claims that when that gaze is turned
on other males, the construct of image as identity is not as
noticeable. The following consideration of men's hair in
film noir challenges this view of the male image as unnoticeable and unremarkable. Rather, male characters' conformity in hairstyle and dress is remarkable.
In American films of the '40s and '50s, women get
to change the color and arrangement of their hair, but never
drastically, and all men have one of the same three cuts,
just as they seem to all wear the same suit or tuxedo from
film to film. They either have Skip McCoy's close postprison grow-back, Barton Keyes' (Double Indemnity) wavy
hair pulled back from the forehead in a classy comb-over,
or a scalp full of close curls like Joel Cairo's (The Maltese
Falcon), which hint at their ethnicity. Women characters
have to change their dress and hair each day to maintain
realism with women viewers, while men characters are
rather indistinguishable from each other, keeping the interest of male and female viewers with their gait, speech, and
actions. Emphasizing their features or allowing some facial
hair could add to the pull of their characteristics, but even a
little facial hair detracts from the filmic man's class. There
was an expectation in the world that film noir reflected:
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something had to be wrong with a man if he didn't take a
blade to his face soon enough.
Brian Taves confirmed this theory of reflection in
his essay, "The B-Film: Hollywood's Other Half."
Indeed, while A[-film]'s concentrate on the lives of
the wealthy, lower-budget films provide a contrast.
With their less ornate cosfumes and sets, and secondary stars, B's center more on day-to-day living, and
their themes arguably constitute a beffer cultural
and political reflection of the time. (335)
Noir's cultural and political reflection of the '40s
and '50s was mostly shadowed. The most individualized
thing about male characters' appearance is the shadows under their hats, shaping their facial features. The shadow of
the psyche, all that is repressed below society's expectations, is another theme of the genre peering out like shadowed eyes under those fedoras.
Not only do the themes speak to the body of American society, they also cause slight reactions in viewers'
bodies. In Linda Williams' "Film Bodies: Gender, Genre,
and Excess," she describes how certain genres stay popular
because of the audience's body sensations while watching
them. Melodrama, the realm of noir, is one such genre because it makes viewers gasp and weep-while horror
makes them shudder and porn arouses. Mildred Pierce is
listed as a women's 'weepy' melodrama, a tragedy of a
mother loving a child too much. Movies like it involve
audiences' bodies by sweeping them up in the dark thrill of
seduction and crime, then evoking their sympathy with the
melodrama behind the crimes. "Their very existence," she
writes about such geffes, "hinges upon rapidly changing
notions of gender-of what it means to be a man or a
woman... Genres thrive, after all, on the persistence of the
problems they address; but genres thrive also in their ability
to recast the nature of these problems." (737) Films noir
address problems of expectations with surprising plot
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twists: loose women like Constance and Lucy (The Big
Heat) aren't expected to be smart, the young and talented,
like Veda aren't expected to be murderous, and trophy girlfriends like Debby aren't expected to be self-sacrificing.
Expectations indeed were recast by the bold roles women
began to play in 1950's films, which paved the way for
later, bolder roles in "body genres" that pushed the envelope funher and further.
In film noir, the use of hair, like the cast, budget,

gender roles, and production code, is rather limitedperhaps the limitations of the genre make it great. The
greatness shining through the murkiest pulp stories was that
of awareness: a greater awareness of the large and alienating dramas that have always been playing out within civil
society, but never before spilled out for millions of people
seeking collective fantasy on a glowing screen. Noir brings
awareness, in no delicate terms, of the profound impact that
class and gender have on personal lifestyles and dramas.
Noir heavily contributed to modern culture, which has embraced awareness of humans' shadow side, including the
art of innuendo. Noir films pushed the boundaries of the
Hays Code of on-screen decency and packed meaning into
materials: now a man and a woman's cigarette smoke
stands in for sex, dark glasses stand in for the guarded upper class, and hair stands in for the control of one's body to
please others. When Kelly donned a wig in The Naked Kiss
it was blond, shoulder-length and wavy; she chose the expected hairstyle of the Good Girl, a construct of the male
EMq to whitewash her reputation and start over.
Hair, a part of the self-conscious presentation of individuality, can either obediently be styled or go wild, and
it deserves attention as a subtle expression of the concept of
individuality. The concept is potent in noir characters who
dream of being somebody, like Vera, or just getting away
from the msssss-fhe people in the grocery store-like
Phyllis. When critical faculties are lowered to take in enter-
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tainment, and disbelief is suspended for the length of a
movie, people are particularly receptive to messages about
class and gender that aren't addressed with the same
awareness in documentary genres. That's why the use of
materials, like hair, in every geffe of entertainment should
not go unanalyzed.
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